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Moore Stephens has recently advised 

United PV on its first international 

acquisition. United PV is a leading 

investor and operator focusing on 

photovoltaic power plants in China, and 

is listed on the Main Board of the Hong 

Kong stock exchange (ticker: 0686:HK).

 

This is the first acquisition of overseas 

assets by United PV as it looks to 

complement its existing high-quality 

assets in China. United PV announced 

the completion of the transaction on 

27 January 2017, consisting of six UK 

power plants with an aggregate installed 

capacity of approximately 82.4MW, and 

ROC accredited during 2015.

Marty Lau, partner in the Corporate 

Finance team at Moore Stephens, 

The Moore Stephens Corporate Finance team has advised United 
Photovoltaics Group Limited (United PV) on the acquisition of six UK 
solar power plants.
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“ Moore Stephens was very 
supportive in our first overseas 
acquisition in the UK. Their 
services were professional and 
their advice was valuable too. 
We look forward to working 
with them again in our 
future expansion.”

Louis Tsui 
General Finance Manager,  

United Photovoltaics Group

Corporate finance

Completed transaction

Moore Stephens 
Corporate Finance role

• Provided financial and tax due 
diligence including a financial 
model review.

• Also provided taxation structuring 
advice utilising Moore Stephens 
International member firms in 
Luxembourg and Hong Kong.

• The service also involved Sale and 
Purchase Agreement advisory.

• The team also provided 
transaction support to the 
consortium of banks who 
provided the project financing.
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Cross-border energy and  
renewables transaction

commented: “This is another example of 

a substantial cross-border transaction, 

where we worked seamlessly with our 

international member firms. 

We look forward to working with United 

PV as they integrate these assets into 

their existing portfolio and look to further 

expand their international presence 

with high-quality assets.”


